
SERIES 2
FOOD, FARMS  
& INDIGENOUS 
ADVENTURES



Following their culinary journey across Western Australia, 

celebrated comic and cultural man Derek Nannup and world 
class Indigenous Chef Mark Olive are back to serve up more 

of the best in Indigenous cooking – this time exploring the 
Illawarra coastal region of New South Wales, home to some  

of the most delectable produce, inspiring characters and 

breath-taking scenery in Australia.

Despite Mark’s many teachings, Derek still hasn’t quite 

mastered how to cook but that doesn’t stop ‘The Black Olive’ 
from taking his travelling companion on an epic tour of the 

Illawarra, where Mark has lived, on and off, for the last three 

decades. This is Mark’s chance to show Derek around and 

introduce him to everything and everyone the region has  

to offer, sharing his expertise in the fusion of native herbs  
with his own incredible recipes inspired by the region.

Traveling in a vintage 1962 Holden Ute through the winding 

trees of Ulladulla down to the serene waters of Bateman’s Bay 

and beyond, Mark and Derek discover some of Australia’s best 
produce and meet the people responsible for farming it – 

cooking up an Indigenous-inspired feast for the inspiring local 
characters they visit along their journey.

Featuring an entertaining blend of hijinks and adventure, 

with even more mouth-watering recipes on offer, including 

marinated olives, paperbark whiting, savoury goats cheese 

muffins, chocolate damper and more, the acclaimed second 
series of On Country Kitchen delivers Australia’s very best in 
Indigenous cooking, while serving up helpful tips audiences 
can incorporate into their own meals at home!
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SERVING UP 
MORE OF 
AUSTRALIA’S  
BEST PRODUCE —  
COMIC DEREK NANNUP  
AND ONE-OF-A KIND  
INDIGENOUS CHEF  
MARK OLIVE ARE BACK  
FOR A COOKING  
ADVENTURE ACROSS  
COASTAL NEW SOUTH WALES




